
B24J – 1 – NT 4278521 / 5th November 1944 
 
Part 1: Documents and information  
 
B24J 4278521 ditched in a small lake in Yugoslavia on 5th of November 1944. Pilot was Thomas S Potts from 464BG/777BS.  
 
Mission  
On 5th. Of November 1944. 42 bombers B24 from 55 th BW/464BG/777BS with fighter escorts  from Pantanella went on a mission (nr. 113) to bomb troop 
concentration at Mitrovica (Sremska Mitrovica, Yugoslavia) and Podgorica (Yugoslavia).  
On the way back one of the aircraft failed to returned to Pantanella. 
On the same day 500 B24s and B17 went on a mission to bomb the Floridsdorf oil refinery at Vienna, Austria. 
 



 
Insert from 464BG site 



 
Joe Baugher site states  
B24 42 78521 was lost in raid on Florisdorf Oil Refinery, Vienna, Austria 5th November 1944. 
 

 
Joe Baugher site 
 
 
 



Place of crash 
Crew was able to ditch the plane in a small lake in Yugoslavia.  All but 2 bailed out over Yugoslav coast.  
 

 
Map 1. Mitrovica, Podgorica and Dubrovnik 



 

 
Map 2 Dubrovnik area and Konavle county 



 
Konavle lake „mud“ until 1959 
 



 
Picture pre ww2 (taken from Konavle museum) 
 
 
 
 
 



Crew 
Pilot from that flight was Thomas S. Potts 
All crew survived and later on due to the heroic actions in that mission Thomas Potts recived medal. 

 
 
 



Part 2: Researh and facts 
 
Lake/Pond (mud) 
 
Konavle field in Konavle county until 1950 had a small lake or pond that would form every year from water from surrounding hills due to land locked 
geology. That lake would last from end of October util the end of June every year until the dry period of summer that would slowly drain the lake. Dry lake 
would last for two or tree months but that depended on amount of rain during that year. During 1950 to solve this problem and to start production of wine 
it was decided to make a tunnel beneath the village of Popovići and to make extensive channel system to drain all the water. Work on tunnel started 1955 
and was officaly finished in 1959, with all the drainage system and channels. Small tunnel entrance dam was build to reduce the amount of water and to 
keep the soil entering the tunnel. 
Every now and than during heavy periods of rain lake appears but  in a much lower scale and for very short period of time. Last one was in 2015. 
Locals never used term lake or pond they called it „mud“ 
 



 
Konavle lake in 2015. Picture taken from „upper“ Konavle 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Tunnel exit left summer, right winter 
 
 
 
 



Location of ditching  
Village Lovorno consist of two parts, „upper“ Lovorno that is original village and nowdays „lower“ Lovorno that was built after construction of tunnel. During 
1940 until 1960 there was only two or tree houses in lower Lovorno. Also in lower Lovorno there were small barns near the edge of mud. Barns were built to 
hold agricultural tools. Some of them still exist today but in ruins. Locals had small flatbed boats and according to some informations fishing was common.   
Exact location was beneath the house of late Arkulin that is one of the oldest houses in lower Lovorno.  
Arkulin was the owner of the field beneath his house until the edge of mud where it all happened. 
 
 
 

 
Lovorno village and Popovići tunnel 



 
Crash site in lower Lovorno,  coordinates of the crash site are 42°32'09.8"N 18°21'21.9"E 
 



Parts 
Parts for the case were pictured at Pasko Burđelez (Lovorno) home. Parts were collected by his ancestors and he does not know many about it, some of 
them were kept in a barn for many years and he never knew about it. Part were pictured and left at his house.  
Some parts carry inspection stamps from factory that according to Aviation archeology was North American/Dallas B24J. On Westinghouse electric 
generator there is also serial plate with manufacturing numbers and other information. On C1 pilot box there is plate with manufacturing information and 
numbering. Also on a C1 pilot box there is an ink stamp from probably quality inspection.  
 

 
Hot stamp from North American factory and serial part number 



 
Hot stamp North American 



 

 
Westinghouse generator plate 
 



 
B24 Liberator flaps  
 



 
C1 autopliot box with plate and with ink stamp in the left 
 



 
Parts  
 



 
Part 
 



 
Fuel pump plate 
 



 
Part 
 



 
Flap steering system 
 
 



 
Part 
 



 
Parts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Information about case 
I was called to see the parts sometimes during February 2017. First I thought that these were the parts form another site because at that time I didn't know 
anything about this story. 
After some time my collegue from work mr. Ivo Butijer (Gabrile) told me in one conversation that his grandfather told him about this chrashed  aircraft in 
the mud. I asked him if he was able to do some investigation on his own in his village and he found mr. Jako Vlahutin (Gabrile) who told him about the story 
from his perspective. He was then 10 years old when crew parachuted near his village and gathered shortly after. He told us that the day was sunday 
because all this happened when his father was shawing and his father only shaved on sunday morning.  After some time I found out that in Lovorno there is 
also one probable witness that could know something about it. Mr Miho Šemeš (Lovorno) also 10 years old at that time was first hand witness. I visited him 
and he told me his own view of the story. He was not at the spot at the time of crash but after he saw crash he went to the site and was witness to mr. 
Arkulin and his help. He saw truck and pilots but didn't participate in any action. He told me that one crew member was badly injured with broken arm. He 
told me that aircraft was partially destroyed and in mid 1950 aircraft was scrapped by some company.  All of them were not sure about the correct date but 
they said that happended during Partisan liberation of Dubrovnik and some time after. From end of October until begining of December in 1944. 
Also Mr. Ivo Butijer found a crew hat in Gabrile that somebody from the crew left after they gathered in village. 



 
Crew hat (Gabrile) 



 
Crew hat (Gabrile) 
  

 



 
Crew hat inside patch (Gabrile) 



 
Mr. Miho Šemeš (Lovorno)  first hand witness on crash site 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Mr. Pasko Burđelez (Lovorno) parts 
 



 
Mr. Jako Vlahutin (Gabrile) left – first hand witness for crew, mr. Ivo Butijer (Gabrile) right – first story and information 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Statements 
 
Mr. Miho Šemeš (Lovorno) stated 
Two crew members ditched the plane in Lovorno and one was badly wounded with borken arm. Mr Arkulin helped them and partisan forces took them with 
a truck to the Dubrovnik. Other badly wounded crew member didn't speak at all. Arkulin spoke to one of them but he don't know what. Partisans were 
already in Konavle. Aircraft was all metal with 4 engines but he does not recall the number or letters. Date was late October or begining of November 1944. 
He didn't know for sure. Aircraft was left lying in the mud until was scrapped in mid 1950.  
 
Mr. Jako Vlahutin (Gabrile) stated 
On Sunday morning aircraft flew near his village and he saw parachutes falling down. He saw the crew and participated in helping to gather them in a 
village. Somebody from that  village called late mr. Mato Kordić who came back from America and knew little bit of English. He talked to the crew to calm 
them down and to explain they will be alright because partisans are in here and will help them. Partisans came later on and took them to Dubrovnik with a 
truck.  He recalls Sunday morning because his father was shaving only on Sundays, but didn't recall exact date sam as mr. Miho Šemeš late October or 
begining of November 1944. 
 
After some aditional research I was able to find very short description of this case probably from some of the documents. I was not able to find any MACR 
about this case probably because they were never captured. There was British military hospital in Dubrovnik at that time, and some british forces as well.  
Mr Radovan Živanović from Istria send me small information about the Thomas S. Potts flight. 
 
Recontruction of the case 
According to the story gathered from mr. Jako Vlahutin, he descibed the flight path because he run outside and watch the crew bail out and aircraft flying 
towards Lovorno.  Also mr. Miho Šemeš stated that the aircraft flew from direction of Cavtat, and he heard (not seen) that the crew bailed out near the area 
of today airport of Dubrovnik  
 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Reconstruction of the flight path, bail out and ditching 



 
Direction of flight path - straight ahead, as viewed from Gabrile 
 



 
Late mr. Arkulin house in Lovorno where he helped the crew  
 
 



 
Dirt road (below Arkulin house) is leading to the crash site. 
 
 



 
Approximate place of crash, bamboo plant is visible in muddy soil that was once border between mud and dry soil. 
 



Youtube video on Thomas S Potts 
 
I found youtube video of mr. Thomas S Potts about his life and where he describes his ditching in a lake near Dubrovnik and didn't become POW 
In that video: 
 He mention, he was bombing German troops pulling out of Balkan – not Vienna and possibly Mitrovica due to Srijem front troops. Mission was on 

same date. 
 He mention british troops in Dubrovnik  -  „Floyd Force“ were in Dubrovnik 
 He mention that John Devine was really beaten with broken arm (open fracture) – Mr. Šemeš told me this story 
 He mention late mr. Arkulin (he didn't recall his name) from Brooklyn – which is also true, descendants of family Arkulin are living in America now 
 All crew members bailed out and they were fine – mr. Jako Vlahutin confirmed that in Gabrile 
 John and Tom went to British hospital – British hospital was in Dubrovnik in that period 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TSMOX6b8n8E 
 
 
 
People involved in this case: 
Jako Vlahutin (Gabrile) – first hand witness in Gabrile 
Miho Šemeš (Lovorno) – first hand witness in Lovorno 
Pasko Burđelez (Lovorno) – parts and story 
Ivo Butijer (Gabrile) – story and statment in Gabrile, found crew hat 
Radovan Živanović (Istria) – information about the Tomas S. Potts flight 
 
 
This report was done by: 
Antun Burdelez 
Kvaternikova 7, 20210 Cavtat 
Republic of Croatia 
+385981685735 
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